Abnormal recovery systolic blood pressure response for detecting coronary artery disease in men and women investigated by upright bicycle exercise.
We investigated the clinical significance of recovery systolic blood pressure (SBP) ratio, obtained dividing the recovery SBP at 1st (R1/A) or 3rd min (R3/A) by the peak exercise SBP (before stopping), during upright bicycle exercise in 530 subjects (ranging from 17 to 73 years). Our results may be summarized as follows: 1) we found a higher value of R1/A in control subjects with exercise induced ST depression; 2) the normal range in women was higher than in men; 3) the use of recovery SBP ratios gives a lower sensitivity and a higher specificity than ST segment analysis in detection of CAD; 4) this pattern may be useful particularly in patients with previous myocardial infarction and not detectable ST segment analysis during exercise.